
Digital currency, also called 
“cryptocurrency,” has garnered headlines 
recently due to its wild swings in value and 
the excitement associated with the new 
technological innovations it represents. 
Both individual and institutional investors 
have taken note. From a fiduciary 
perspective, however, this volatility is 
exactly what makes digital currency’s 
inclusion in a corporate retirement plan 
inappropriate. 

What is digital or “crypto” currency?

Digital currencies use electronic tokens, similar 
to arcade tokens or casino chips, that can act as 
payment for a good or service. The tokens are 
managed by a peer-to-peer network of computers 
operating free, open-source software. No 
government or central authority issues, oversees or 
backs the value of the tokens. They must typically be 
exchanged for a traditional currency (dollars, euros, 
yen, etc.) to access the good or service. 

Digital currency uses an innovation called blockchain 
technology which acts like a bank’s balance sheet, 
tracking transactions made with the currency. The 
technology, allows capabilities traditional currency 
cannot, including:
 • Near instantaneous and extremely low-priced 

transfer of wealth. The blockchain technology 
behind digital currency is distributed across 
a network of participating investors. When a 
transfer is made between participants, the money 
moves almost immediately compared to the 
several days that may be required to move money 
between banks. It also can be done for a minimal 
cost compared to a FDIC insured bank’s wire fees.

 • Programmable money. Digital currency can 
be programmed to change ownership based 
on certain criteria. For example, assets left in a 
trust for a minor would typically require a trustee 
to transfer ownership once the child reached 
adulthood. With digital currency, this transaction 
can happen automatically based on programmed 
stipulations.

There are more than 10,000 different types of 
digital currencies, each with different technological 
attributes that secure them or allow them to transfer 
value. Bitcoin and Ethereum are the largest as 
measured by market capitalization. Trading in digital 
currencies is akin to trading dollars for euros, yen or 
any other recognized currency.

Currency Date Closing price (USD)
BTC 9/30/2013 123.655
BTC 10/1/2013 125.455
BTC 10/2/2013 108.5848
BTC 10/3/2013 118.6747
BTC 10/4/2013 121.3387
BTC 10/5/2013 120.6553
BTC 10/6/2013 121.795
BTC 10/7/2013 123.033
BTC 10/8/2013 124.049
BTC 10/9/2013 125.9612
BTC ####### 125.2797
BTC ####### 125.9275
BTC ####### 126.3833
BTC ####### 135.242
BTC ####### 133.2033
BTC ####### 142.7633
BTC ####### 137.9233
BTC ####### 142.9517
BTC ####### 152.5518
BTC ####### 160.3388
BTC ####### 164.315
BTC ####### 177.6333
BTC ####### 188.2972
BTC ####### 200.7017
BTC ####### 180.355
BTC ####### 175.0317
BTC ####### 177.6965
BTC ####### 187.1598
BTC ####### 192.7567
BTC ####### 197.4
BTC ####### 196.025
BTC ####### 198.0488
BTC 11/1/2013 198.9323
BTC 11/2/2013 200.543
BTC 11/3/2013 210.3075
BTC 11/4/2013 225.02
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BITCOIN’S PRICE HISTORY (USD)
Bitcoin is the largest digital currency as measured by market capitalization.
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Investment considerations
Prudent retirement plans require underlying investments that have well-defined asset classes with long-term track 
records of sustained success. Digital currencies embody neither of these key tenets. 

When tech stocks first emerged during the infancy of the internet age in the 1990s, investors knew technology 
firms would play a larger and larger role in society for years to come. It was a question of which companies would 
thrive and which would fail. The resulting speculative fervor that gripped technology stocks during the new 
millennium created wealth for some but led to dramatic losses and permanently impaired portfolios for others, 
especially those investors who overallocated assets.

In the current environment of daily headlines and head-snapping price movements, the risk that participants could 
misallocate too large a percentage of their total assets to digital currencies is elevated. In the future, though, 
when digital currencies become more established, their inclusion as an alternative investment, such as gold or 
real estate, within a retirement plan may be validated. But currently, the attention-grabbing performance of digital 
currency comes more from speculation than sound investing principles. As seen when the tech bubble burst in the 
1990s, speculation and excitement associated with new innovations often prove poisonous for investment returns 
and should be looked at with caution by prudent plan fiduciaries. 
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ERISA & retirement plan administration considerations
While there is currently no guidance on fiduciary-based obligations related to digital currency specifically, there is a 
long history of guidance related to alternative assets in general. Presumably, similar considerations apply to digital 
currency including security risks, record-keeping and custody concerns, liquidity and diversification, transaction risk, 
government regulation and valuation.

While nothing within ERISA would likely prohibit the use of digital currency in a retirement plan, doing so would 
trigger these additional obligations for plan fiduciaries. The regulators would be particularly concerned with:

 • ATTACKS AND HACKS: If stolen, how would a plan recover the lost interest?

 • RECORD-KEEPING AND CUSTODIAL CONSIDERATIONS: Sponsors must keep detailed records of plan assets so 
they can be timely valued and made available to pay retirement plan benefits and permissible plan expenses. It 
does not appear that most record-keepers are currently equipped to handle digital currency.

 • REGISTRATION: Like mutual funds, stocks, bonds or real estate, ownership of digital assets would need to be 
clearly established in the name of the plan as well.

 • ACCESS: Digital currency will need to be liquid without limitations on timing and volume.

 • VOLATILITY AND COST: With fee and performance scrutiny at such a heightened level, a plan fiduciary would 
need to consider the risk and expense of this type of investment. 

Both the potential risks and possibilities inherent in the technology behind 
Bitcoin, Etherium and the thousands of other digital currencies may one 
day transform financial markets. In the current environment, however, 
the investment performance of these cryptocurrencies is driven more by 
speculation about that potential rather than actual creation of value. As this 
market matures, it will likely offer an attractive diversification option to a 
portfolio built from traditional stocks and bonds. Until it does, however, 
fiduciaries are best served to avoid these options in retirement plan lineups. 
If you have more questions about digital currencies, please contact your 
Lockton Retirement service team.


